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Thank you for purchasing the Primacoustic Lantern series! The Lanterrns are
acoustic absorbers developed specifically to address the problems associated
with sound abatement in open ceilings and other spaces where where acoustic
control must integrate with the surroundings to add flare while improving room
intelligibility. Please take a few minutes to read through this install manual. It
includes a list of parts as well as mounting instructions. Please refer to www.
primacoustic.com for various placement options, benefits, and general room
acoustic information. Should you have any questions or comments, we invite
you to send an email to info@primacoustic.com.
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Integrated eye-screw
suspension point

A EYE-SCREW METHOD
Install an appropriate ceiling anchor
suspension point and eye-screw rated
for over-head suspension. Once your
ceiling anchor is in place use chain or
tie-wire to connected the Lantern to the
ceiling anchor.

A

Embedded screw
shank

B

Micromesh tissue
layer encapsulates
glass wool fibers

B TIE-OVER METHOD

Formed, high density,
semi-rigid glass wool for
maximum absorption

If the ceiling uses exposed truss you
can use chain or tie-wire to suspend
the Lantern from structural members. In
this case the chain or wire is wrapped
around the structural member and no
ceiling anchor is needed.
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Fabric covering available
in three neutral colors;
Black, Beige & Grey
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LIMITED WARRANTY
Primacoustic products are guaranteed to be free of manufacturing defects for a period of thirty (30) days after purchase. In the unlikely event that a defect is uncovered, please email info@primacoustic.com or call 604-9421001 to obtain a return authorization number (RA#) from Primacoustic before the thirty (30) day warranty period expires. Once you have obtained an RA number return the product, freight prepaid, within fifteen (15) days after
the date the RA number is issued. In the original packaging (or another, affording an equal degree of protection) include all of the following: (1) RA number clearly marked on the returned package; (2) a copy of the original bill
of sale showing proof of purchase from an authorized retail seller; and (3) a written note describing the defect including your name, address, telephone number, email address and the applicable RA number. You are solely
responsible for all shipping and insurance costs for returning the product to Primacoustic, and you will not be reimbursed or compensated for any loss or damage incurred. Primacoustic will at its discretion repair or replace
the product. Should the product be no longer available, Primacoustic reserves the right to exchange this with a product of similar performance and value. Due to different dye lots, Primacoustic cannot guarantee exact color
match. This Warranty shall solely extend to the original owner and is limited to manufacturing defects only and excludes damage due to improper installation, freight handling, wear and tear, abuse, misuse, misapplication,
color fading or deterioration due to prolonged exposure to ultra violet light, smoke, humidity or other environmental factors. It is understood that the use and suitability of the product is entirely the responsibility of the buyer
or specifying engineer and as such, these parties agree to hold Primacoustic, or its associated company, and/or officers, harmless from any responsibility whatsoever other than what is clearly outlined in this warranty. This
warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which may vary depending on where you live and where the product was purchased.
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